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Foreword

This report is published by the Molecular Science Research Center at Pacific Northwest
Laboratory, which is operated for the U.S. Department of Energy by Battelle Memorial Institute.
The primary mission of the Molecular Science Research Center is to advance our understanding
of the molecular ,sciences and to apply this advanced understanding to a broad spectrum of
environmental missions for the Department of Energy. Directed (basic), multidisciplinary
research programs involving chemical, biological, materials, and computational sciences are
undertaken at the Molecular Science Research Center to increase our basic understanding of
complex systems. The knowledge gained from our research programs in advanced processing
methods, analytic methods/characterization, and health effects will be combined with technology
development activities in other research centers at Pacific Northwest Laboratory and at other
federal laboratones, universities, and industry to solve complex environmental management
problems.

The Molecular Science Research Center is also developing and will manage the Environ-
mental and Molecular Sciences Laboratory, which will be a national total point of molecular
science research with an emphasis on the environmental mission of the Department of Energy.
The Environmental and Molecular Sciences Laboratory will be a national collaborative research
center where scientists from universities, industry, and other federal laboratories can work
cooperatively on developing new knowledge, understanding, and technology. As a collaborative
research facility, the Environmental and Molecular Sciences Laboratory will support Department
of Energy missions by 1) identifying challenging directed (basic) and applied research problems,
2) recruiting nationally known scientists to work on solutions to these problems, 3) developing
frontier capabilities and equipment to address the new research challenges, 4) establishing
collaborative research and mutually beneficial cross-training efforts with members of the nation's
scientific community, and 5) facilitating the transfer of new technology to users, thus accelerating
environmental cleanup efforts and enhancing U.S. competitiveness in world markets.

We are pleased with the progress of our research programs thus far and are excited about the
challenges that lie ahead for the Molecular Science Research Center and the Environmental and
Molecular Sciences Laboratory. I hope that this report will provide you with a glimpse of the
efforts being undertaken by the Department of Energy and Pacific Northwest Laboratory to
address the nation's complex environmental restoration and waste management issues.

Michael L. Knotek

Manager, Molecular Science Research Center
Pacific Northwest Laboratory
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Summary

From September 10 through 12, 1990, a workshop that explored materials and interfaces
research needs relevant to national environmental concerns was conducted at Pacific Northwest

Laboratory (PNL). The purposes of the workshop were to 1) refine the scientific research
directions being planned for the Materials and Interface Program in the Molecular Science
Research Center (MSRC) and 2) further define the research and user equipment to be included
as part of the proposed Environmental and Molecular Science Laboratory (EMSL).

A total of 56 researchers from the disciplines of materials science, physics, surface and
interface science, chemistry, chemical engineering, and earth and environmental sciences partici-
pated in all or parts of the workshop. Roughly half of the participants were from PNL; 11 par-
ticipants were from universities and research organizations around the Pacific Northwest, 13 were
from other U.S. institutions, and one was from Oxford University in England.

Three plenary information sessions served to outline !) the background, objectives, and status
of the MSRC and EMSL initiatives at PNL; 2) selected specific areas with environmentally
related materials; and 3) the status of capabilities and facilities pi_:_ned for the EMSL. Attention
was directed to four areas where materials and interface science can have a significant impact on
prevention and remediation of environmental problems: 1)/n situ detection and characterization
of hazardous wastes (sensors), 2) minimization of hazardous waste (separation membranes, ion
exchange materials, catalysts), 3) waste containment (encapsulation and barrier materials), and
4) Fundamental understanding of contaminant transport mechanisms. During ali other sessions,
the participants were divided into three working groups for detailed discussion and the
preparation of a written report. The working groups focused on the areas of interface structure
and chemistry, materials and interface stability, and materials synthesis.

The recommendations of the three working groups are very comprehensive and far exceed
both the budget and staff anticipated to be available for MSRC programs and EMSL facilities.
Consequently, these recommendations and suggestions for needed research will be useful for
other researchers in proposing projects and for suggesting collaborative work with MSRC
researchers.

The following general themes emerged from each of the working groups:

• The Materials and Interface Program in the MSRC should serve as a link between very
basic research and efforts more directly related to specific environmental needs.

• Simplified model systems that are amenable to basic experimental and theoretical
understanding and well-characterized, complex "real"systems need to be included in the
research effort.

• Theory and experimental efforts need to be closely coupled in each of the research areas.



• The level of experimental and theoretical understanding that is now available for metal
and semiconductor surfaces and interfaces needs to be extended to metal oxide, hydroxide,
layered silicate, and other insulating systems.

• The basic research directions should be guided by questions related to environmental and
waste-related issues. If the coupling between basic research and real problems is too
weak, little or no progress will be made in the important directions. If the coupling
between them is too strong, the quality of the science will suffer and the benefits of the
research will be limited.

• Work on model systems should occur in parallel with research on more realistic, related
problems both within and outside the MSRC Materials and Interface Program. This
parallel activity allows for important interactions and transfer of questions from one level
to another.

• Synthesis of model and designed materials is critical to each of the program areas. A
method of clean, controlled specimen transfer from synthesis to characteri_tion systems is
important.

• No unique state-of-the-art piece of equipment is needed for this program. Rather, a wide
variety of methods, some of which push the state of the art, are needed. Advanced
equipment that can be used for "dirty"real world specimens is as important as unique
instrumentation.

• Experimental and theoretical efforts need to focus on the solid-liquid interface. This
approach will require extension and development of methods for in-solution surface and
interface analysis.

Summaries of research directions and facility needs for each working group are presented
below.

Research Directions for Interface Structure and Chemistry

Important objectives in this area are relatively easy to define, but much more difficult to
complete. Although reactions at metal and semiconductor surfaces and interfaces can be
important (and are discussed later), many environmental reactions occur at metal oxide, silicate,
hydroxide, carbonate, and clay surfaces where questions of surface structure, adsorbate binding
energy and site, material transport, and reactivity are relatively unexplored compared with metal
or semiconductor surfaces. Consequently, this working group focused on research needs for these
frequently nonconducting materials, although in many cases, approaches and techniques discussed
will also apply to specific sensor, membrane, or barrier issues involving metals, polymers, or
semiconductors.

Research needs range from studies of model single-crystal systems in vacuum and in aqueous
solution to critical detailed studies of well characterized geologic and soil surfaces in similar, and
more complex, environments. An essential component of ali _tudies will be theoretical models of
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appropriate interfaces and theoretical interpretation of the many types of data. The direct
incorporation of theory with both model system and geologic material studies will create a unique
and powerful research program.

There is a great need for important basic surface science work on the relevant materials in
vacuum. However, these studies, along with the theoretical effort, should be directed toward
answering critical questions arising from environmental considerations. These include

• obtaining a detailed understanding of materials surfaces and interfaces in solution
environments

• determining the primary chemical interactions under realistic "complex" conditions

• relating molecular-level observables to macroscopic properties

• obtaining information that spans the range of time scales important to environmental
processes.

Experimental and theoretical methods are not currently adequate to obtain the information
needed in this program. Consequently, efforts to develop the necessary capabilities must be
included in the research effort, lt is important to emphasize the need for parallel efforts. The
research is not envisioned as progressing from simple to more complex, but as a series of related
efforts at different levels of complexity where questions and problems at different levels can be
asked and related to results and information at adjacent levels.

Facility Needs for Interface Structure and Chemistry Research

There are needs for many types of information including bulk and surface structure (x-ray and
electron diffraction), local chemical environments and site-symmetries [nuclear magnetic
resonance (NMR) and electron spin resonance (ESR)], bulk and surface electronic structures
(photoemission), and bulk and surface vibrational properties (infrared and Raman spectroscopies).
Although needs will push advancements in the state of the art in several areas, no large single
piece of state-of-the-art equipment is necessary for the proposed program. However, there
should be an emphasis on certain types of capabilities. General surface analysis methods should
be integrated with a specimen transfer ,,#stem to minimize degradation of samples upon transfer
from the environment to the analytical laboratory. Equally as important as high-resolutic, n and
ultra-high-vacuum analysis capabilitiea v,ill be the ability to analyze "dirty" real world specimens
with sophisticated vacuum techniques. Very high resolution methods, such as scanning tunneling
microscopy (STM) and atomic force microscopy (AFM), will be needed to get the best possible
information about local structure, defects, and adsorbates. Another major focus must be on
techniques that allow/n situ analysis of the solid-liquid interface, including optical and STM
methods.

Although synthesis capability is directly addressed in another section, this part of the overall
program has important needs including bulk production of model systems in the formal single-
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crystal surfaces, thin-film model materials, well-characterized soil surfaces, and surfaces with a
controlled number and type of defects.

Research Direct!ons for Materials and Interface Stability

In the area of materials and interface stability, there are a number of key issues. The study of
bi-material interfaces in corrosive environments is a ,critical research area to increase our basic
understanding of materials stability and provide direction for developing and using L._wdevices for
hazardous waste controL Advanced sensors for remote operation in complex environments and
waste containment barriers are two examples of technologies that will rely on the stability of
materials and interfaces in hostile environments. Models that predict performance in such
environment.s require a detailed understanding of the factors that control the envirov.mcatal
stability of bi-material interfaces. In this context, bi-material interfaces include both interfaces
synthesized in a composite structure with desired optical, chemical or electronic pLoperties and
interfaces that develop/n situ as a result of environmental interactions.

Prediction of the long-term stability of these interfaces requires a fundamental understanding
of interface structure and bonding, established by both experimental and theoretical methods.
These studies must include model interfaces, which can be produced with controlled structure and
purity, both for clarity of the experimental results and relationship to theory. The model systems
also form the basis for understanding more complex interfaces and environments. It is the model-
based understanding of environmental interactions and complex materials that will assist in solving
environmental and waste problems.

Interface stability issues will be critically important for oxide-bas:xl composite materials in
aqueous environments where unstable surfaces will form. For such cases, the kinetic mechanisms
for interfacial degradation will be required to construct realistic predictive model:. For reaction
layers formed in solution, the layer structure, nature of reaction sites, and phase stability of the
formed layer will each have a significant influence on the stability of a material.

Facility Needs for Materials and Interface Stability

Several key instruments for attacking materials and interface problems have been identified.
An analytical electron microscope (AEM) optimized for high-resolution analysis of beam-sensitive
and hydration-sensitive materials will be important for this program. This low-dose AEM will
combine two different areas of microscope development and will be a unique instrument. In
addition to other electron- and ion-based spectroscopies, optical methods need to be developed
and used to examine defects and structures of buried interfaces in specially synthesized samples
and in liquid environments. NMR capability will be needed to probe chemical composition,
molecular interactions, and dynamics at solid-solid and solid-liquid interfaces. New methods, pos-
sibly based on STM and AFM technology, need to be developed to determine nano-scale
structure and bond strength. More standard materials testing and analysis capabilities also need
to be available.

°°,
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Research Directions for Materials Synthesis

The design and synthesis of new materials with unique properties and the development of
well-defined model systems are essential components of a materials-related research program
relevant to environmental problems. Materials synthesis needs can be grouped into three major
categories: 1) materials for waste containment and transport studies; 2) materials for membranes,
separations, and ion exchange; and 3) materials for sensors.

In order to understand interface behavior in realistic environments, it is necessary to have
surfaces and interfaces that are simplified, well characterized, and reproducible (i.e., simplified
model materials, including single-crystal thin films, and well-characterized versions of more
complex systems). In addition, environmental restoration needs, such as sensors for complex
environments, s_parations catalysts, and containment materials, make certain demands on
materials properties that cannot be filled with current materials synthesis technologies. Materials
to meet these demands in many cases must be producible as thin films and he highly tailored.
Research efforts in both areas, model systems and tailored material development, should be
directed by specific environmentally related questions.

The materials synthesis research areas should be focused on new methods of making tailored
materials to allow greater control of materials structures at the atomic and molecular levels. A
key component to synthesizing these "materials of the future" will be the ability to observe and
adjust the fine-scale structural evolution of the materials in real time. Specific materials areas
include containment materials, model geological materials and surfaces, organic membranes,
inorganic films, and sensor materials. The routes toward materials synthesis should include bulk
crystal growth, vacuum and other thin-film growth methods, and chemically based synthesis,
including growth from solution.

Facility Needs for Materials Synthesis

Space and equipment needs for the materials synthesis effort can be roughly divided into
synthesis laboratories and central facilities for materials characterization. A special transfer
capability to allow designed and model surfaces to be examined without atmospheric exposure is
also needed. The synthesis capabilities can be divided into the areas of materials preparation and
bulk crystal growth, thin-film syntbesis, and chemically based synthesis. Important facilities for
materials characterization include electron, photon, and ion-based spectroscopies and
microscopies.
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Acronyms

AEM Analytical Electron Microscopy

AFM Atomic Force Microscopy

CP Cross Polarization

CVD Chemical Vapor Deposition

ELS Energy Loss Spectroscopy

EMSL Environmental and Molecular Sciences Laboratory

ESCA Electron Spectroscopy for Chemical Analysis

ESR Electron Spin Resonance

HOS Hydrophobie Organic Solutes

HRAEM High-Resolution Analytical Electron Microscopy

HREELS High-Resolution Electron Energy Loss Spectroscopy

IC Integrated Circuit

ISIP in situ Interfacial Process

LCAO.MO Linear Coupled Atomic Orbitals. Molecular Orbital

LDEM Low-Dose Electron Microscopy

LEED Low-Energy Electron Diffraction

MAS Magic Angle Spinning

MBE Molecular Beam Epitaxy

MOC%'D Metal-Organic Chemical Vapor Deposition

MSRC Molecular Science Research Center

NMR Nuclear Magnetic Resonance

RHEED Reflection High-Energy Electron Diffraction
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SEM Scanning Electron Microscopy

SEXAFS Surface Extended X-ray Absorption Fine Structure

SIMS Secondary Ion Mass Spectroscopy

STEM Scanning Transmission Electron Microscopy

STM Scanning Tunneling Microscopy

TDS Thermal Desorption Spectroscopy

TEM Transmission Electron Microscopy

UHV Ultra-High Vacuum

UPS Ultraviolet Photoelectron Spectroscopy

XPS X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy

XRD X-ray Diffraction
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1.0 Introduction

The chemical and physical behaviorof 1.1 Materials and Interface Issues
natural and manmade materials play impor- Important to Environmental and
tant roles for preventing or cleaning up Waste Problems
environmental contamination. An in-depth

understanding of how materials interact with Four major areas where materials and
their environment is necessary to develop interface sciences can help address the pre-
permanent, defensible solutions to hazardous vention and remediation of environmental
waste clean-up and disposal. An understand- contamination are:
ing of molecular-level interactions between
materials and their environments is required 1. In Situ Detection and Chmacterization
to guide the development of sensors, cata- of Hazardous Wastes. Among other
lysts, separations membranes, containment things, this area depends on the acquisi-
and barrier materials, and contaminant trans- tion of molecular-level understanding of
port models. The development of specialized surface reactions and involves the
materials and models is necessary to development of selective sensors that
characterize and minimize hazardous waste work in complex environments.
in complex environments as well as to per-
manently contain and dispose of the hazard- 2. Preconcentration, Selective Extraction,
otis waste in a defensible and safe manner, and Minimization of Hazardous Wastes.

This area involves the development of
The Materials and Interface Program separation membranes, ion exchange/

within the Molecular Science Research Cen- selective sorption materials, and catalysts
ter (MSRC) at Pacific Northwest Laboratory for waste destruction. A molecular-level
(PNL) will conduct directed (basic) research understanding of how these specialized
necessary to obtain a fundamental under- materials interact with their environment
standing of the materials-environment and of the relationships between surface
interactions relevant to hazardous waste structure and surface-active properties is
cleanup, disposal, and remediation. Detailed needed.
research plans for this program are under
development, and the Environmental Mate- 3. Containment of Hazardous Wastes. This
rials and Interfaces Workshop was conducted area involves the development of special-
as part of the process of refining the re- ized materials to encapsulate radioactive
search directions and facilities needed to and toxic wastes as well as the develop-
conduct the research. General consideration ment of barrier materials to minimize
of several waste and environmental problems migration of wastes that might escape the
has been used to identify elements consid- primarywaste capsule. Fundamental
ered important for the MSRC Materials and understanding of phase stability and
Interface Program. alteration mechanisms is needed to

emure successful containment.
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4. Prediction of Hazardous Waste Interac- A second critical area focuses on the

tions with Environmental Materials. The solid-liquid interface. Solid-liquid interfaces
potential for transport of wastes from the of various types play important roles in waste
disposal site requires the development detection, separations, and processing; the
of models to predict the extent of inter- long-term reliability of waste storage; and the
action between these wastes and the rate of contaminant transport in soil and
environmental materials they may en- groundwater. The solid-liquid interface can
counter. These models should be based be very complex even for simple systems, in-
on fundamental parameters derived from voiving, for example, surface dipole layers,
molecular-level studies of mineral reaction layers, selective contaminant actsorp-
surface/waste interactions and should tion (or waste form desorption), and colloid
incorporate a thorough understanding of formation. An important part of a molecular-
the stabilities, surface structures, sorption level understanding of waste and contami-
mechanisms, and colloid chemistry of nation issues must include the development
mineral phases, of more detailed information about what

happens at the solid-liquid interface and
about the role of various contaminants and

1.2 Three Research Areas defects on interface properties.

Based on the issues described in See- Although many basic studies must involve
tion 1.1, three important areas of research ideal_ed model systems, the relationship of
have been identified, and the development of these studies to real-world systems, which are
the MSRC Materials and Interfaces Program generally much more complex, is critical to
and the workshop have been organized the success of the program. Parts of the pro-
around these themes: 1) interface structure gram should include examinations of the
and chemistry, 2) materials and interface types of complications introduced by adding
stability, and 3) materials synthesis, components to the model systems and the

study of real materials in relation to the
1.2.1 Interface Structure and model systems examined in great detail.

Chemistry
1,2.2 Materials and Interface Stability

This research area is envisioned to
include several related, but somewhat Waste containment barriers and ad-
distinct, topics. One objective will be to vanced sensors for remote operation in
extend the level of detailed understanding of hostile environments are two examples of
surface structure and chemistry that is now technologies that rely on an understanding of
available for metals and semiconductors to materials and interface stabilities. Con-

oxides, minerals, clays, and other relevant tainment and barrier material can change
materials. This detailed understanding will with time as a result of radiation, thermal
require advances in material synthesis gradients, or reactions with the environment.
methods, experimental analysis methods, and These changes can take the form of segrega-
theoretical modeling capabilities. Some, but tion, defect production, phase transforma-
not all, of this work will involve ultra-high- tions, or new reaction product compounds
vacuum (U_ experiments, formed on the surfaces. It is important to be
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able to predict the responses of materials to are generally inadequate for the materials of
the environment and the resulting changes in interest. In addition, synthesis of layers thick
their chemical and physical properties, enough to have bulk materials properties, yet

thin enough to avoid problems of surface
Sensors designed to work in complex en- charging and beam damage often present

vironments may involve integrated-circuit- during the analysis of insulators, is a goal
based technology, which is not generally able within this task.
to withstand high temperatures or otherwise
aggressive conditions. Understanding the Some of the environmentally related re-
stability and effects of contaminants, radia- quirements for materials cannot be easily
tion, and heat on interface structure and met by existing materials. It wiU be necessary
chemistry will be critical to designing sensors to develop materials with new or improved
that are able to withstand harsh properties. This development need is es-
environments, pecially true in the containment area as well

as some sensor areas. In many cases, large
Research to be developed in this area improvements in materials properties have

needs to address 1) the stabilities of com- been made by reducing the scale of compo-
posite materials designed to have specific site materials. Atomic and nanometer-scale
optical, electronic, or chemical properties materials synthesis provide a way to combine
and 2) the interfaces and reaction layers that properties to achieve novel tailored
form in situ as a result of environmental materials.
interactions. Studies are expected to include
both simplified model interfaces and similar One innovative approach to consider in-
interfaces formed in more complex environ- volves imitating natural hard tissue materials,
ments. One focus needs to be on real-time in which have unusual properties compared
situ characterization of buried interfaces. As with their rather normal starting materials.
noted above, the understanding achieved for These properties are achieved by combining
metals and semiconductors needs to be polymers and ceramic materials. Nature uses
extended to oxides and other environmen- polymers as a template (with the help of nu-
tally important materials, cleu,ing protein) to orient and control cera-

mic crystal growth. The laboratory approach
1.2.3 Materials Synthesis is to mimic nature and modify polymer sur-

facesto causeoriented ceramiccrystal
This effort will involve both the synthesis growth. It is then possibleto selectpolymers

of new materialswith specificproperties and andceramicsto tailor the properties that are
the creation of model surfacesand interfaces desired.These biomimeticsystemsoffer the
for detailed scientificexamination, potential for protectiveceramiccoatings,

unique properties for sensors,and the possi-
The molecular-level understanding of the bility of forming natural ceramic materials in

surface structure and chemistry of oxides, the geologic environment that could be very
clays, and minerals requires a comparison of stable hazardous waste barriers or contain-
theoretical calculations and experimental ment materials. One significant advantage is
measurements that can most readily be that these are low-temperature growth
achieved for well-characterized (often single- processes that avoid the use of high temp-
crystal) surfaces. The techniques often used eratures, while minimizing energy use and
to prepare semiconductor or metal surfaces heat-related damage.
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1.3 Workshop Objectives and examples of environmentally relevant areas
Organizat;on where materials research is needed, and

3) initiate thinking about the types of facil-
Workshops are part of the process used ities needed for the research. The three

to identi_ research needs and refine working groups were organized around the
research ideas. The Environmental Materials program areas identified above: Interface
and Interfaces Workshop was organized to Structure and Chemistry, Professor Victor
assist the development of the MSRC Mate- Henrich, Yale University, Chairman; Mate-
rials and Interface Program and to further dais Synthesis, Professor Bob Chang, North-
define facilities to be included as part of the western University, Chairman; and Materials
Environmental and Molecular Science Re- and Interface Stability, Dr. Terry Michalske,
search Laboratory (EMSL). The following Sandia National Laboratory, Chairman. Con-
list of objectives was given to workshop siderable time was allocated for discussion of
participants: the presentatiom and for discussions in the

working groups. An agenda of the workshop
° introduce environmental issues to the and a list of those attending is included in

larger scientific community the appendix.

• identify basic materials and interface Each working group was given the fol-
science areas important for environmen- lowing list of objectives to deal with issues in
tal problems its area:

• identify facilities needed to conduct ° Important basic science issues. What
required research basic materials and interface research is

necessary to provide the understanding
• refine MSRC materials and interface needed to solve environmental problems?

program development and facility plans - important generic issues
in relation to important issues - critical data

- technique development
• begin development of the MSRC/EMSL - unique materials requirements

materials and interface collaborative user - limiting knowledge
community - education needs/cross-discipline

interactions.
• prepare a written report to provide input

for PNL planning and DOE planning • Facilities needed to conduct research.
and justification.

- program- or need-specific facilities
The workshop was organized around - user-community facilities

three working groups that met independently - special needs (or equipment).to discuss research areas and three informa-

tion "plenary" sessions where everyone met The specific chairman worked with the
together. The three information sessions participants to divide the work, and each
were designed to 1) give everyone a working group approached the task in a different
background on the MSRC, EMSL, and cur- way. Drafts of the working group reports
rent directions for developing the Materials were sent to each participant for comments.
and Interface Program; 2) provide specific After both general and specific comments
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were collected, the reports were edited and chairman, differing views and comments have
revised to incorporate comments as appropri- been included both for accuracy and to pro-
ate. A complete revised version of the work- vide insight into the differing purpose_,
shop report was then distributed to the chair- objectives, and views of different disciplines.
man of each group and anyone who had The recommendatiom far exceed both the
made comments on the draft versions of the budget and staff anticipated to be available
report, for MSRC programs and EMSL facilities.

Consequently, these recommendations and
This proceedings of the Environmental suggestions for needed research will be

Materials and Interfaces Workshop repre- useful for other researchers in proposing
sents the collective opinions of the 56 par- projects and for suggesting collaborative
ticipants. Although each section has been work with MSRC researchers.
strongly influenced by the working group
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2.0 Interface Structure and Chemistry

A detailed knowledge of the surface and semiconductor systems, if such capability
interface properties of metal oxides, silicates, does not now exist.
hydroxides, carbonates, and clays is key to
the majority of issues that should be addres- The important interface structure and
sed in the proposed EMSL. The solid-solid, chemistry issues that should define the com-
solid-liquid, and solid-gas interfaces between ponents of such a program are extremely
these materials and the environment are the broad. A useful way to characterize these
areas where the important chemical and issues is shown in Figure 2.1, which illus-
physical processes occur in both the atmos- trates interfaces ranging from well-
phere and the soil. Compared with what is characterized single-crystal surfaces exposed
known at atomic and molecular levels for to low pressures in a UHV environment to
metal and semiconductor surfaces, little is colloidal compounds in mixed aqueous/
known about metal oxides, silicates, alumino- organic solutions. The research program out-
silicates, and minerals. The complexity of the lined in this section covers the full range of
structures irvolved often makes them diffi- systems, at both the experimental and theor-
cult to study both theoretically and experi- etical levels. The experimental techniques
mentally. "i1_;only way in which meaningful presently available to study interfaces in
progress can be made in these environment- UHV are, for the most part, quite different
ally important areas is to launch a major from those that apply to interfaces in
research effort that encompasses disciplines solution, and a major recommendation of
ranging from solid state physics to soil and this report is to develop and evaluate new
atmospheric chemistry. No such program cur- characterization techniques that span the
rently exists, and the establishment of a entire range of environments. "l'heory and
major research facility dedicated to basic simulation form a more natural continuum
research on environmental and waste connecting the various phases of the pro-
management issues is both important and gram and, through the strong coupling
timely, between theory and experiment at ali stages

of the program, will provide a major cohesive
This section deliberately emphasizes the element.

research and facility needs for insulating
and probe-sensitive materials. There is no Although it is convenient for the sake of
intention to imply that ali the important discussion to describe the research serially as
relevant questions have been answered for shown in Figure 2.1, it is most effective to
metals and semiconductors. However, oxides, conduct work in ali of these areas simultane-
minerals, and other beam-sensitive and, ously. The connection between one stage
often, insulating materials represent parti- and the next is a two-way street, and many
cular challenges both experimentally and issues are common to ali phases of the pro-
theoretically. The program outlined here for gram. The success of the entire program will,
these materials will provide an adequate in fact, hinge on the effectiveness of com-
basis for addressing questions for metal and munication among researchers working on ali

aspects of these problems.
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Figure 2.1. Surface Structure and Chemical Bonding: Experimental Systems to Understand
Adsorption and Desorption Process on Oxide and Mineral Surfaces

2.1 Research Opportunities in 2.1.1 Theory, Modeling, and
Interface Structure and Chemistry Simulation

Because the theoretical and modeling The theory, modeling, and simulation in
component of the proposed research pro- the materials and interface program should
gram is envisioned to be the primary provide the conceptual framework for inter-
cohesive element, it will be discussed first, preting and understanding experimental in-
The experimental component will then be formation obtained at ali levels of system
considered, moving from studies on weil- complexity, from single-crystal surfaces to
characterized, single-crystal surfaces to colloidal mineral suspensions. Most impor-
colloids and soils, tant, simulations to predict the structure,
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transport, and reactive properties of mineral/ Contaminated subsurface systems contain
solution interfaces are crucial to developing one or more of the following components:
an understanding of complex mixed systems toxic metal ions and organic compounds, or-
not currently amenable to experimental ganic solvents, and radionuclides. Useful
study, models need to be able to determine the

following information:
The participants in the Materials and

Interfaces Working Group identified a num- • the atomic and electronic structure of
ber of scientific issues that have specific solid-solid, solid-gas, and solid-solution
theoretical requirements. These issues were interfaces
raised both by surface scientists studying
single-crystal surfaces and by soil scientists • the atomic and electronic structure of
studying high-surface-area, finely divided mineral surfaces, both clean and with
minerals. The motivation behind the need adsorbed species, including the energies
for theoretical guidance arises from a con- of adsorption and effects of
sensus that physical methods will be a major co-adsorption
tool for investigating/n situ interfacial
chemistry. Interpretation of the results from • the atomic and electronic structure of
spectroscopic studies of interfacial properties oxide clusters and their dependence on
will draw heavily upon the theoretical analy- size and shape
sis. The workshop participants identified the
following scientific issues as containing some • the effect of surface and cluster defects
component of theoretical analysis: on atomic and electronic structure

• the characterization of stable mineral • the optical (electronic and vibrational)
surfaces properties of mineral interfaces and ,

adsorbed oxide clusters
• the structure and binding mechanism of

adsorbate-surface complexes and the • the thermodynamics of interfaces and
characterization of surface active sites clusters, to include the effects of

structural defects and solid solutions
• the characterization of the precipitates

and solid solutions that form at mineral • the kinetics of adsorption-desorption and
surfaces diffusion processes, as well as surface and

interfacial chemical reaction kinetics
• the characterization of surface defects

and their contribution to surface • the effects of radiation on surface and

reactivity interfacial structure and chemistry

• the need for contaminant transport • bulk-surface interactions - the role of
models based upon molecular processes point and extended defects (voids, dis-
at the mineral-solution interface locations, inclusions).

• the characterization of radiation effects Quantum chemical models of interfacial
on mineral interface chemistry and chemical processes cannot address ali of the
reactivity, issues that are important at environmental

interfaces. It is essential that macroscopic
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models based upon statistical (Monte Carlo) The scope of theoretical activity outlined
or thermodynamic (molecular dynamics) above requires a wide range of staff exper-
techniques be developed in parallel with the tise. In particular, efforts should be made _.o
development of microscopic quantum chemi- recruit personnel with backgrounds in statis-
eel models. It is important to stress that tical mechanics, statistical thermodynamics,
empirical and semi-empirical models can pro- and chemical thermodynamics modeling. It is
vide a conceptual chemical framework in also crucial that the theory staff be as flexi-
which to understand complex systems and ble as possible in the range of approaches
behavior, complementing quantitative that they employ.
techniques.

2.1.2 Well-Characterized Mode_
To compute macroscopicvariables (such Surfaces in Vacuum and in Solution

as transport rates and heat generation) using
microscopic models requires assembling Data critical to the molecular-level
information across vastly different time and understanding of the interaction of oxide and
spatial domains. Two critical issues present mineral surfaces with specific environments
themselves. The first issue is heterogeneity, must be obtained on well-characterized, pref-
which is often purposely excluded from erably single-crystal, surfaces. Such data are
model systems but is an important factor in needed both to verify and place limits on the
real geochemical systems. The second issue molecular-level models described in See-

is error limits, which must and can be set tion 2.1.1 that provide input to boundary
on extrapolations from microscopic models conditions for more macroscopic models.
to macroscopic processes. Controlled and This section will discuss those aspects of the
systematic extrapolation is generally per- experimental program that primarily concern
formed within the framework of sensitivity well-characterized surfaces in UHV or in

analysis, solutions; Section 2.1.3 will extend the pro-
gram to environmentally important mineral

Validating these models requires an accu- anti colloid surfaces.
rate and reliable database of experimental

information on materials with well-defined Environmentally Relevant Materials
compositions and structures. The kinds of
experimental information required include The oxides and minerals that are most

bulk and surface atomic structures (x-ray important in environmental processes, and
and electron diffraction), local chemical tho_ whose surfaces and interface should

environments and site-symmetries [nuclear be studied in this part of the program, are
magnetic resonance (NMR), electron spin oxides [A1203, SiO2, iron oxides, manganese
resonance (ESR)], bulk and surface cleo- oxides, other transition-metal oxides, and
tronic structures (photoemission studies), mixed (i.e., multi-cation) oxides], clays
and bulk and surface vibrational properties (kaolinite, smectite, and other silicates
(infrared and Raman spectroscopies). Al- and aluminosilicates) carbonates (CaCO3,
though materials and surfaces are the focus MnCO3), and metal hydroxides.
here, detailed information about the nature

of the solution and solution/solid interactions Materials Pre_,,ration Facilities
is also critical [solution structure (EXAPS),

concentrated electrolyte thermodynamics, Ideally, of ali of the materials mentioned
and electrochemistry], above, large single crystal surfaces would be
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studied. This approach is, of course, not pos- surface potential of the insulator, thus per-
sible and alternative sample preparation mitting the use of the full range of surface
methods will be discussed below. However, spectroscopic techniques. Surface potential
the success of the program in learning about stabilization might also permit UHV simula-
ali aspects of mineral surfaces will be greatly tion of the potential condition at surfaces in
facilitated if single crystals of as many of the solution.
materials as possible can be grown. A major
effort in this direction should be made with A major effort should be launched to
the establishment of a single-crystal growth find ways to grow either single-crystal or
facility within the EMSL The facility's pri- highly oriented, large-grain oxides and miner-
mary mission should be to grow high-quality als on conducting substrates. Possible ap-
single crystals of the materials needed by the proaches include oxidation of single-crystal
other experimental groups, but to the fullest metal surfaces, growth of the desired mate-
extent possible, the facility should make its rial onto other single-crystal metal surfaces,
crystals available at nominal cost to other growth of the desired material onto other
researchers throughout the world. No such single-crystal substrates by techniques such as
facility presently exists, and the lack of high- metal-organic chemical vapor deposition
quality single crystals has hampered the re- (MOCVD) or molecular beam epitaxy
search of most groups that are studying such (MBE), or perhaps deposition from solution.
materials. Also, the volume of work that This effort should occur in parallel with
needs to be done in order to understand single-crystal growth. It will not be an easy
environmentally relevant interfaces is too project, particularly the preparation of films
large to be performed in any single labora- to be used in aqueous environments where
tory, and other research groups should also the partial solubility of the material may
be encouraged to contribute, make the durability of very thin films a prob-

lem. Nevertheless, the potential benefits of
Even if large single crystals of ali inter- using such films are enormous, both to study

esting materials were available, it would still surfaces not otherwise available and to mini-
be necessary to initiate an effort to grow epi- mize specimen charging.
taxial oxide and mineral thin films on con-

ducting substrates.One reason is that many Structural Characterization of
of the crystal faces that occur on natural Surfaces
minerals,which maybe the activecrystal
facesfor surfaceprocesses(e.g., non-basal The decadesof researchon the structure
faceson clays),are not the moststablether- of metaland semiconductorsurfaceshave
modynamicallyand are thus difficult or producedpowerfulspectroscopictechniques
impossible to prepare as large single-crystal capable of detailed atomic position determin-
faces. The other reason it is necessary to ation. There are a number of potential tech-
grow epitaxial oxide and mineral thin films niques for studying minimal surfaces.
on conducting substrates is that many of the
interface characterization techniques require • low-energy electron diffraction (LEED)
charge transfer to or from the substrate;
these techniques thus may not be usable on • angle-resolved photoemission [ultraviolet
insulating materials. If single-crystal insulator photoelectron spectroscopy (UPS), x-ray
films can be grown thin enough on conduct- photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS), elec-
ing substrates, then electron tunneling tron spectroscopy for chemical analysis
through the insulating layer can stabilize the (ESCA)] and photoelectron diffraction
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• atom and ion scattering and diffraction; program. These two techniques could also be
grazing-incidence, x-ray diffraction used effectively on colloidal particles, and
(XRD) they can be used in UHV, gaseous, or liquid

environments. A major effort should be
° surface-extended, x-ray absorption fine made to push STM and AFM to the limits of

structure (SEXAFS) spatial resolution, to find ways to use STM
on insulating samples, and to perform elec-

• scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) tron spectroscopy by STM. ThrougI.lout the
following sections, reference will be made to

• atomic force microscopy (AFM). those speetroscopies as the choice, or per-
haps the only spectroscopies that can yield

Many of these techniques have been applied the desired information. A state-of-the-art
in at least a few instances to metal oxide STM and AFM facility would be a most val-
surfaces. However, the amount of work that uable resource.
has been done is very limited, and the prob-
lem of surface charging has prevented the A very important aspect of surface strut-
use of the full range of techniques. The tural determination is the characterization of
EMSL and its staff must have access to the defects. Steps, kinks, point defects (such as
full range of techniques, including synchro- vacancies or adatoms), grain boundaries,
tron beam lines. It wil' be necessary to shear planes, and other defects play impor-
devote a fair amount of effort to adapting tant roles and influence surface electronic
those spectroscopies to the surfaces of inter- structure, adsorption rates, diffusion kinetics,
est. Methods must be found to stabilize the as well as reaction paths and rates. One of
potential of the sample surface. Although the overall goals of this program is to under-
techniques such as low-energy electron or stand defects and their ramifications and to
ion flood beams sometimes help, there is determine which specific surface defects are
room for imaginative solutions to the surface important for surface diffusion, adsorption,
charging problem, and other processes. The geometric and elec-

tronic structure, density, distribution, and
Although needs will push advancements mobility of defects are ali crucial, and they

in the state of the art in several areas, no must also be characterized in the appropriate
large single piece of state-of-the-art equip- environment (e.g., at high pressure and liquid
ment is necessary for the proposed EMSL ambients). This is one of the primary areas
program. In fact, for many important speci- for which the advanced STM and AFM facil-
mens the flexibility and versatility required of ity is mandatory, although a wide variety of
a piece of equipment (e.g., UHV systems or other techniques (such as photon, electron,
electron microscopes capable of handling and ion spectroscopies; chemical titration;
"dirty," real world samples) are more impor- and atom scattering) will be used as
tant than ultimate resolution. Possibly most appropriate.
important among the areas in which it is
necessary to define the state of the art to Another area of research that should be

achieve the desired goals is scanning probe undertaken is preparation of single crystals
microscopy, including STM and AFM. No with a single type of surface defect. This
other techniques have the potential of imag- research has not been done for the materials
ing surface structure, defects, and adsorbates of interest here. Virtually ali of the work
on an atomic scale; structural information that has been done to date on the produc-
on that scale is necessary for the proposed tion of defects on oxide surfaces has yielded
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so many types of simultaneously present sur- information obtained will be worth the con-
face defects that subsequent spectroscopic siderable effort.
measurements yield no more than average
defect properties. This is not adequate for Because one of the goals of this research
the molecular-level understanding of surfaces program is to _,an the entire range of inter-
that is required. . faces shown in Figure 2.1, a necessary piece

of equipment is a UHV surface analysis sys-
Another important issue that must be ad- tem interfaced with an atmospheric pressure

dressed is the composition of aonstoichio- electrochemical cell. The ability to prepare a
metric surfaces and thin overlayers (i.e., sur- surface in UHV, transfer it to an aqueous or
faces and surface layers that have a composi- other liquid environment, and then return it
tion different than that of the bulk). Such to the UHV analysis system is an essential
layers occur naturally on minerals, and they complement to/n situ measurements in solu-
generally occur on single-crystal surfaces of tion. A number of these systems have been
compounds after surface treatment (prefer- built successfully, and it should be relatively
ential sputtering or surface segregation). The straightforward to construct one. Such a sys-
surfaces of natural minerals should be tem is almost as important for this program
studied, and attempts should be made to as are spectroscopy techniques that can be
model mineral surfaces with thin films, in- used both in UI_/and in solution.
eluding the incorporation of impurities into
the films. Due to the small grain size of An important question to be answered
natural mineral surfaces, these studies _ill concerning aqueous environments is how
require the use of methods with high spatial oxide and mineral surfaces are modified by
resolution (such as AFM and electron, pho- contact with water. (As discussed above, this
ton, and ion microprobes) as well as high- modification poses a potential problem in the
flux synchrotron-based experiments (x-ray use of thin films.) The surface structure
adsorption spectroscopies and x-ray scat- should be measured before and after a sam-
tering), which can be collimated for analyzing pie is transferred from UHV to solution.
very small areas.

Other Adsorbates
Structure of Water on Surfac_

Although water is the most common sol-
Became solid-water interfaces are cri- vent in the natural environment, interactions

tically important for many environmental c,f surfaces with organics and various cations
reactions, it is necessary to understand the and anions in aqueous solutions are critically
way water interacts with relevant surfaces, important.
Both fundamental studies of model systems
and well designed experiments in realistic Because environmentally relevant liquid
environments will need to be conducted, ambients often contain both water and or-

Some studies should be conducted in UHV ganic molecules, studies should be conducted
of monolayer and multilayer (i.e., on a cold in UHV of organic molecules on well-
substrate) water to determine its structure, characterized surfaces, both atomically clean
but the most attention should be paid to the and covered with monolayers or multilayers
structure of water at the solid-liquid inter- of water. In situ studies of organic molecule
face. This study will require imaginative adsorption should also be conducted in aque-
application of techniques such as AFM, otis solution. (More will be said about
SEXAFS, and grazing incidence XRD. The organic molecule adsorption below.) The
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most important structural questions to be colloidal particles. Such work has not been
addressed by these measurements is which attempted, but it could make the most direct
functional groups bond on the surface, experimental contact between model systems
where, and how. Answers to these questions and real processes.
are important both for nearly perfect sur-
faces and for surfacescontainingweil- Energetics at Environmentally
characterized defects. Relevant Surfaces

Metal-containing ions make up another The previous section described structural
class of environmentally important adsor- studies of well-characte_ized model surfaces.
bates. In recent years, a few UHV studies This section considers the electronic struc-
have been performed of metal atom deposi- ture and energetics on those surfaces. Kine-
tion on well-characterized metal oxide sur- tic phenomena will be discussed in the next
faces, and some extremely interesting inter- section, Kinetics at Environmentally Rele-
actions have been observed. Bat much more vant Surfaces.
needs to be known about metal-substrate

interactions for environmentally relevant Surface Energies. The activity of a sur-
systems,and the mostdetailed information face with its environment is a function of its
can be obtained in UHV. Metal atoms surface energy. The concept of relative sur-
should be deposited on both defect-free and face energies for different single-crystal faces
defective surfaces, and the full range of is a very old one. Wulff plots and the inter-
techniques should be applied. In some cases pretation of crystal habit are well established.
(e.g., vanadium on TiOz), extremely strong But much less is known about relative sur-
metal-substrate interactions have been found, face energies in liquid environments. Since
leading to the formation of monolayer environmentally relevant materials generally
amounts of different (and probably not bulk exist in contact with liquids, some effort
stable) compounds. Another type of UHV should be devoted to determining relative
experiment that should shed some light on surface energies, perhaps by means of crystal
metal-surface interactions consists of deposit- growth in solution, for some of the materials
ing metal atoms onto water monolayers or of interest, at least to the degree that trends
multilayers on surfaces. It should be possible are identified and educated guesses can be
to study metal atom solution and, for water made for other materials. This is an area
multilayers, diffusion of metal ions through where close collaboration between theory
water. Attempts should also be made to and experiment is essential.
simulate charged, hydrated metal ions in
UHV. Cluster beam technology could possi- Surface Electronic Structure. The
bly be used to produce such ions. If these chemical response of a surface is directly
species could be deposited on a surface, related to its electronic structure. A great
extremely valuable information applicable to deal of work has been done over the last two
surfaces in aqueous environments could be decades on determining the electronic strut-
obtained. Studies of chelated metal ion ture of solid surfaces. There has even been a
adsorption onto both clean and water- fair amount of work on metal oxide surfaces,
covered surfaces in UHV should also prove particularly for conducting or semiconducting
extremely valuable, oxides, but little has been done on the

materials of interest here (see the previous
For ali of the above systems, attempts section entitled Environmentally Relevant

should also be made to study adsorption on Materials). While the techniques used are
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fairly straightforward for most surfaces, eV around the Fermi level, and such meas-
insulator surfaces pose problems discussed urements should be pushed to the state of
above. Measurements of the surface elee- the art. However, optical or other techniques
tronic structure are necessary not only for a must be used to span the necessary energy
basic understanding of mineral surfaces, but range/n situ. A major experimental and
to understand the way atoms and molecul,,_s theoretical effort should be initiated to
interact with surfaces. Measurements should explore ali possible ways to probe in situ
be made in UHV on both defect-free and electronic structure. The methods should

defective surfaces, and close collaboration be developed and evaluated on well-
with theoretical studies must be maintained, characterized model surfaces, and they

should then be applied to minerals.
Similar measurements need to be maa,_

for adsorbed molecules and atoms (see dis- Energetics of Surface Defect Forma-
cussions in the previous sections entitled tion. The activity of a surface for a par-
Structure of Water on Surfaces and Other titular process is generally controlled by the
Adsorbates), including both monolayer and presence of defects. The geometric and elec-
multilayer water in UHV. Studies of empty tronic structure of defects can be determined
electronic surface states, while important for (see the previous section entitled Structural
clean surfaces, are particularly important Characterization of Surfaces). It is also
here because complex charge transfer and important to understand the energetics of
back-bonding can occur in molecular adsorp- defect formation on surfaces. This issue is
tion. Inverse photoelectron spectroscopy, easier to address theoretically than experi-
partial yield spectroscopy using synchrotron mentally, but experimental efforts should be
radiation, and electron energy-loss spectro- made also. In UHV, it may be possible to
scopy (EELS) are ali useful here. study defect formation energetics by moni-

toring defect density as a function of temp-
Surface charge on insulato_ plays an im- erature, because equilibrium defect densities

portant role in adsorption in solution, and increase thermodynamically with increasing
ways of measuring surface charge should temperature. Equally important is defect
be developed. Using micrometer- and formation in solution. The process could be
nanometer-scale profiles (AFM), charge dis- quite different in solution than in vacuum
tributions on insulating surfaces have been and it _!1 be much more difficult to deter-
shown to be highly localized and variable, mine. Spectroscopies that could monitor
with strong association with defects. Tech- defect densities and type at solid-liquid
niques to image charge density and topogra- interfaces include AFM, STM, SEXAFS,
phy simultaneously should be possible and NEXAFS, and fluorescence. Ions, electrons,
would be useful for studying the role of and photons can be used to generate defects,
charge in bonding and reactions at surfaces, but it is not clear that the desired range of

defect type and density can be created.
Determining surface and interface elec- Thought should be given to this problem.

tronic structure in liquid ambients is much
lessstraightforward. Very little is currently Binding Energies of Adsorbed Atoms
known here, and this is one of the ma_n and Molecules. Crucial parameters in
areaswhere the EMSL can establisha modeling environmental interfaces include
unique niche. STM spectroscopy may be able not only the adsorption sites, but the
to answer some electronic structure strength of the binding of atoms and mole-
questions over a limited energy range for few cules to surfaces. Absolute binding energies
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are needed to model the kinetics of the radioactive waste situations. Such effects are

adsorption/desorption process; and relative mainly important in solution, and they could
binding energies for different species, in the be studied by the techniques described
presence of each other, are necessary for above. However, the technical and adminis-
understanding competitive adsorption. The trative difficulties involved in utilizing y
latter are fairly straightforward in UHV radiation put such experiments in a class by
experiments using competitive adsorption ex- themselves, and they will not be discussed
periments and monitoring the adsorbed further.
species. Absolute binding energies are more
difficult to measure, but thermal desorption Kinetics at Environmentally Relevant
(TDS), neutral beam scattering and, le _s Interfaces
directly, high-resolution electron-energy-loss
spectroscopy (HREELS) can be used. Such Kinetic processes involving transport of
experiments should be performed in UHV species at interfaces require time-dependent
and the results used to define theoretical measurement techniques somewhat different
models of adsorption, from those discussed above, and they will be

discussed in this section. Catalysis, although
Similar information is needed in liquid it involves energetics as much as kinetics, is

environments, but it will be more difficult to also discussed here.
obtain. Some progress should be possible
electrochemically if thin-film samples that Adsorption-Desorption Processes.
are suitable as electrodes can be fabricated. The adsorption of species from solution onto
Varying the electrode potential at a given surfaces and their subsequent release into
pH is a good method for varying the ad- the solution by desorption are often the rate-
sorbed species, and infrared or optical spec- limiting steps for transport in soil and other
troscopies can be used to identify those solid-liquid systems. Such processes can be
species. (A potential problem here is thin- studied by monitoring the adsorbed species
film stability in solution, which was discussed in ways mentioned above while varying tem-
previously in the section entitled Materials perature or potential with time. In UHV,
Preparation Facilities.) In this situation, it one method of choice is often TDS, where
may be advantageous to remove samples the rate of desorption can be monitored by
from solution while maintaining surface i-J- mass spectroscopy of the desorbing species
tential constant, and piace them in a UHV or by monitoring the species remaining on
sy. _:n for analysis, the surfaces; adsorption can be studied by

the latter method coupled with pulsed gas
Additional research topics of interest dosing. In solution, at least with conducting

here include competitive sorption of organic oxides or thin films, kinetics of adsorption
molecules from water, way_ to distinguish and desorption can be studied by voltage
adsorption/desorption from precipitation/ jump experiments, coupled with optical spec-
dissolution processes on surfaces, and the troscopy of ei" r adsorbed species or
effect of increasing pressure on adsorption at changes in the _ncentration of that species
solid-liquid interfaces, in solution (which can be measured by highly

focused spectroscopies oriented parallel and
Radiation Effects. The effects of y close to the surface). The temperature

irradiation on surfaces,their defect strt_c- of the samplecan also be varied rapidly
tures, and the adsorption of metals and (temperature jumps using laser irradiation),
organic compounds are important for many and adsorbed or desorbing species can be
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monitored. These types of experiments are the sample is removed from solution to
extremely important here, and measurements UHV for analysis. This topic is difficult to
on model systems will give information that address experimentally, but developing an
is invaluable in understanding transport pro- appropriate capability would be very valuable
cesses in real systems, and vital to MSRC interests.

Surface Diffusion. When species are Catalysis. Many problems in environ-
adsorbed on surfaces, they may (and gener- mental restoration and waste management
ally will) diffuse along the surface before involve toxic substances that must be elimi-
desorbing or reacting with other adsorbed nated or minimized in soil or water. Catalytic
species. Surface diffusion coefficients depend reactions may offer a very effective way of
upon defect structure and density as well as eliminating unwanted species, particularly for
crystal face properties, temperature, and organic contaminants. The problem of toxic
ligand environment. Although surface dif- waste in soils is one where it might be possi-
fusion coefficients are not easy to measure, ble to devise catalytic reactions between the
they are important in understanding and waste component and other reactants that
modeling transport processes. Measurements would be added to the soil, with some solid
of surface diffusion coefficients in UHV are component of the soil acting gs a hetero-
most useful for calibrating theoretical calcu- geneous catalyst. There is already a large
lations; measurements in liquids can be more body of work on metal oxides as heterogene-
directly used in models and simulations of otis catalysts, and that should be used as a
mineral systems. Both of these measurements starting point. But work should then be
should be an integral part of this research extended to specific systems of interest, with
program, model catalyst work being done on both sin-

gle crystals and thin films, and experiments
In UHV, adsorption followed by laser de- being performed on actual soil components.

sorption and subsequent laser probing of the
desorbed area for molecules that have dif- The most effective reactions for waste

fused in from the edges provide a measure of removal of organic compounds would be
surface diffusivities and are becoming routine complete oxidation. Transition-metal oxides
measurements that can be performed easily are a natural class of materials to study
on insulating crystals. Such experiments because some of them are already used com-
should be performed on surfaces containing mercially in partial oxidation of hydro-
various types and densities of defects and as carbons. Very little experimental or theo-
a function of surface temperature, retical work has been done on the catalytic

properties of well-characterized model sur-
In solution, things are more complicated: faces of these materials, and an important

but more environmentally realistic. Control direction for research is in flow reactor
of surface defects will be more difficult than studies of the catalytic properties of single-
in UHV, but surface potential can be used to crystal and thin-film samples. The reactants
control the type and density of adsorbed of particular importance include chlorinated
species on noninsulating surfaces. Laser hydrocarbons and aromatics. This work is an
desorption and probing can probably be extension of the model surface work de-
used, although readsorption from solution scribed in previous sections, and determining
may be more rapid than surface diffusion. It the chemisorption and catalytic behavior of
is worth considering experiments in which those surfaces adds a new dimension to our

understanding of their properties.
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Another type of catalyst that is needed organic matter may be sorbed. As a result of
for waste management is an oxidation- this complexity, it is very difficult to charac-
reduction catalyst for either hydrated or terize reactions of chemicals with these sur-
chelated transition-metal ions in solution, faces. Secondly, a wide range of issues must
Model studies of these systems can best be be addressed in order to fully understand
accomplished by using thin films in electro- processes at environmental interfaces, includ-
chemical cells. The methods of studying ing issues about the nature of surfaces, the
species adsorbed on surfaces in solution that nature of the sorption process, the structure
were described above will be crucial here, as of solvents at interfaces, and the develop-
will methods of determining products near ment application of appropriate experimental
the electrode surfaces in the solution, methods to study these issues. In addition to

the questions that were raised in the sections
While model catalyst studies should begin above about the nature of model interfaces,

with pure oxide and silicate samples so that real interfaces pose the following issues that
the surface sites will be relatively simple, should be investigated:
research on gas-phase catalysis suggests that
the most catalytically active sites will prob- • the oxide surface as a two-dimensional
ably involve more than one type of cation, planar structure versus a three-
Consequently, studies of mixed oxides should dimensional gel-like structure
be an important aspect of this model catalyst
work. Such work will be valuable at the very • the importance of electrostatic interac-
basic level as well as for its practical applica- tions and the nature of the electric
tions, because almost no fundamental work double layer at the solid-solution
has been done on well-characterized surfaces interface
of these complex but important materials.

• the number of different types of reactive
sites on a surface

2.1.3 Studies of Soil-Based Oxides
and Silicates • the acidity of each type of site

Any research program that is to have • the adsorption energy of each type of
real impact on environmental problems must site for particular metal cations, aaions,
address minerals in polycrystalline and col- and complexing agents
loidal form and in aqueous and mixed solvent
environments. The number of experimental • the structure of the adsorbed species at
techniques available to study such systems in the interface.
situ is limited, and a major effort in the pro-
posed researchprogram must be to develop "Specimen" Mineral Surfaces
those techniquesto their fullest and to de-
vise new, more detailed ways to study inter- Concomitant with the studies on "model"
faces in soil and aqueous environments, synthetic systems, attempts must be made to

characterize a set of well-defined "specimen"
Surfaces or materials in the subsurface geologic and soil mineral surfaces, the com-

environment are very complex; they include position of which would be agreed upon
mixtures of layer silicates, oxides, carbonates, by the scientific community. Advanced
and sulfates to which natural and synthetic materials-science methods would be used

in these characterization studies. The
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characterization of these surfaces represents solid. The distinction has practical signifi-
a formidable task because it may not be feas- cance because an adsorbed species is gener-
ible to obtain useful or relevant information ally thought to be more readily displaced
on those complex, pure mineral samples with back into the liquid phase as a result of
many conventional UHV methods. Neverthe- competitive adsorption reactions than a
less, it is anticipated that some limited species that is incorporated into the structure
information on 1) reactive site density and of some bulk precipitate. Additionally, dis-
energetics, 2) interfacial crystal structure, tinctions are made in the theoretical, macro-
3) defect density, 4) surface heterogeneity, scopic models used to describe the adsorp-
5) stereochemistry of reactive sites, and tion and precipitation reactions. Whereas
6) the extent of nearest neighbor interactions precipitation-dissolution phenomena can be
between sorption sites (for a particular sorp- readily described thermodynamically with
tion process) can be obtained. The resulting "simple" solubility theory, models of
library of information will be of great use to adsorption/desorption reactions must con-
environmental chemists studying these mate- sider interfacial potentials.
rials. Additionally, these samples should be
characterized with vibrational, electronic, and When solute retention occurs as a result
magnetic spectroscopies, in anhydrous, aque- of precipitation, it is important to know the
ous, and mixed aqueous-organic environ- microstructure of the precipitate. Is it a
ments. These latter studies will help to uniform, discrete solid phase or is it a
calibrate UHV data to the real situations, heterogeneous solid formed on the surface

of another mineral? Most often, these ques-
Sorption Processes. Two fundamental tions cannot be answered with conventional

questions must be addressed by environ- XRD measurements because the total con-
mental chemists working on sorption pro- centrations of solid phases of interest are
cesses in surface and subsurface materials, insufficient to allow for the collection of
First, they must be able to distinguish experimental data. More sensitive and
between adsorption-desorption reactions and advanced surtace techniques must be used to
precipitation-dissolution phenomena; second, pursue these questions.
they must be able to distinguish between
inner- and outer-sphere surface complex for- Of interest in adsorption reactions is the
mation, when adsorption reactions do occur, ability to experimentally distinguish between

the formation of "inner sphere" and "outer
From an environmental science perspec- sphere" surface complexes. In the former, the

tive, adsorption reactions are perceived as sorbent bonds directly to the sorbate,
being predominantly monolayer-inteffacial whereas in the latter one or more solvent
phenomena. Thus, the retention of a solute molecules are interposed between the sor-
by a surface produces a unique structure that bate and the sorbent. Experimental methods
is physically and chemically distinct from the that could distinguish between these two
structure that could be formed if the solute difii:rent types of surface species would be of
were incorporated into the crystal structure great use in developing mechanistic models
of a bulk precipitate. In contrast, precipita- of the kinetics and energetics of adsorption-
tion results in the formation of a three- desorption reactions. These experimental
dimensional structure that can be considered methods must be able to operate in the pres-
to be a separate bulk solid, even if the pre- ence of aqueous and nonaqueous solvents.
cipitate resides on the surface of another
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Solvent Structure and Solvation Empirical relationships have been developed
Energies between ion solvationenergies andcation

exchangeselectivityof the alkali-metal ions
The sorption of solutesby mineral and on some phyllosilicateshut these relation-

organic surfacesis strongly influenced by shipsare not alwaysconsistent,and addi-
solvent-solvent,solvent-solute,and solvent- tional electronicand structuralinformation
surface interactionsat the solid-solution on metal-solventand solvent-sorbentinterac-
interface. In aqueousenvironments,suchas tions isneeded to develop a fundamental
soils,sediments,and aquifers,the sorption of understanding.The effects of organic co-
hydrophobic organic solutes (HOS) occurs solvents on these systems is not known.
predominantly on surfaces made up of or-
ganic matter. In aqueous systems, these Solvent composition can significantly
reactions are typically described with solvo- affect the colloidal properties of both organic
phobic models, which attribute the principal and inorganic sorbates. Swelling in 2:1
driving force to an increase in solvent layered clays occurs after the addition of
entropy resulting from a disruption of the many organic solutes to aqueous clay pastes
aqueous solvation shell of the HOS as it is or suspensions. This swelling is due to inter-
transferred from the liquid phase into the calation of the organic solvents between indi-
solid organic matrix. The decreases in HOS vidual clay platelets. Such reactions can af-
sorption that occur after the addition of feet the accessibility of exchangeable cations
organic cosolvents are probably caused by a residing in ditrigonal cavities, located on the
displacement of water molecules from the inter-lamellar basal planes, and may have
HOS solvation shell by the organic solvents, profound effects on sorption of contaminant
resulting in a decrease in the net change in species such as heavy metal ions or radio-
entropy during sorption. Additional macro- nuclides (e.g., 137Cs or 9°Sr). Development of
scopic observations indicate that HOS sorp- theoretical models to predict such phe-
tion decreases with the surface charge and/or nomena will require a thorough knowledge
polarity of the sorbent. In these systems, of the solvation energies and solvent struc-
HOS cannot effectively displace water mole- tures in the interlayer region. Fundamental
cules from charged surfaces. Unfortunately, studies of the thermodynamic and kinetic
microscopic information on this phenomena properties of high-dielectric solutions
is lacking. Clearly, sorption-induced changes (similar, but at lower temperatures, to the
in interfacial solvent structures must con- molten salt studies at Ohio State University)
tribute to the total entropy to change during should help the understanding of both the
HOS sorption reactions, but the information properties of complex solutions and the inter-
on interfacial solvent structures in aqueous actions of these solutions with different
systems is highly limited, and microscopic surfaces.
investigations of cosolvent-induced changes
in interfacial structures is lacking. Additional interfacial properties that are

likely to be influenced by solvent structure
Many questions remain concerning the and solvation energies include surface activi-

effects of interfacial solvent structure and ties, swelling of organic sorbents, and transi-
solvation energy on the reactions of charged tions from sorption-desorption reactions to
species with organic and inorganic surfaces, precipitation-dissolution phenomenon.
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Approach and Methods a reporter group to examine the ISIP.
One example is the useof structural

The techniquesused to examine/n situ hydroxylgroupsto studycomplexation
interfacial processes should be characterized reactions.
and selected with the following criteria in
mind: • Time scale considerations. Use of tech-

niques that span time scales ranging from
• ability to obtain fundamental information short (t < 10"12see) to thermodynamic

about the substrates of interest under time scales. Recognize the fact that each
conditions where water or other solvents method is characterized by an intrinsic
and surface impurities are present time scale associated with that method.

Information obtained by one method may
• ability to determine the primary chemical or may not relate directly to that ob-

mechanisms of solute-surface interactions tained using a different technique. The
in solid-vapor or solid-solution interfaces focus should be on developing a coher-

ent picture of an ISIP over short- to
• ability to correlate the molecular obser- long-range time scales.

vables such as binding constants or self-
diffusion coefficients with macroscopic • Sensitivity and interference issues. For
(e.g., thermodynamic) properties of the many ISIPs, the solutes of interest are
systems present at submonolayer coverages on dif-

ficult to analyze substrates. Techniques
• ability to improve our predictive capabil- should be employed that can identify the

ity to determine interfacial processes of solute (sensitivity issues) on substrates in
interest such as the fate and transport of the presence of a solvent and other
co-contaminants in soils and subsurface solutes (interference issues). Common
materials, interferences found in natural systems

include the use of water as a solvent, the
Issues to be considered and approaches presence of metal ions (e.g., Fe+3), and

to be taken in selecting and developing ex- organic impurities.
perimental capabilities for studying in situ
interfacial process (ISIP) include: • Relationship to macroscopic (thermo-

dynamic) properties. For many ISIPs, the
• Probe molecule studies. Selection of suit- ultimate goal is to predict the thermo-

able optical or magnetic probe molecules dynamic stability. Thus, adequate macro-
to explore surfaces of interest. The probe scopic characterization of the ISIP must
is characterized by one or more optical be obtained in order to relate the
or magnetic diagnostic properties, which observed molecular properties to the
are influenced by changes in the probe's thermodynamic stability properties of the
local environment. Placing the probe system.
molecule on or near the surface can pro-
vide information about the surface. Instrumentation requirements must in-

elude continual access to optical and solid-
. Reporter group studies. In this case, state NMR spectroscopies.

some property of the substrate is used as
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Conclusions: Studies of Soil- Based and compute the physicaland chemical prop-
Oxides and Silicates ertics of complex compounds.

The development of an advanced mated- Studies of model interfaces will require
als science laboratory to study the chemistry ultrahigh vacuum multiple-technique surface
and structure of interfaces is of great poten- analysis capabilities, including XPS (ESCA),
tial value to the entire field of environmental ultraviolet photoelectron spectroscopy
chemistry. A great deal of fundamental infor- (UPS), Auger, LEED, reflection high-energy
mation pertinent to a number of environ- electron diffraction (RHEED), energy-loss
mental processes will be obtained in this spectroscopy (ELS), HREELS, TDS, second-
effort. However, it is of great importance ary ion mass spectroscopy (SIMS), and ISS.
that this facility not be restricted to the study Full sample preparation facilities, including
and characterization of "pristine" model sur- XRD, transmission electron microscopy
faces in UHV conditions. It is likely that (TEM), scanning electron microscopy
such an approach would produce little if any (SEM), and scanning transmission electron
information relevant to the clean-up of DOE microscopy (STEM), will also be needed, as
sites that could not be collected more quickly will access to both ultraviolet and x-ray beam
and with less expense by conventional envi- lines at a synchrotron. Optical and laser tech-
ronmental science research. However, the niques and spectroscopies cf every sort ima-
development of new, noninvasive methods to ginable will be needed to interrogate in situ
study aqueous systems/n situ, and the inti- interfaces; this is one of the areas where
mate collaboration of soil chemists, geo- equipment and techniques must push the
chemists, and other environmental scientists state of the art. STM and AFM compose the
with basic chemical physicists and material other main experimental area where work
scientists, should result in a new and funda- done in the proposed research program must
mental understanding of the chemical proc- define the limits of the techniques.
esses occurring at environmental interfaces.
Such an approach is truly exciting and prom- State-of-the-art equipment is useless
ises to improve our ability to understand and without the skilled scientific and technical
manage the complex environmental issues staff to use it effectively. One of the primary
that currently exist, assets and strengths of a program such as

that envisioned here is the wide range of
disciplines represented. (Areas where per-

2.2 Capital Equipment and sonnelare needed in addition to those
Personnel already identified within PNL are organic

chemistry and polymer chemistry.) One of
A research program as ambitious as that the administrative goals must be to foster an

proposed above cannot be carried out with- atmosphere of collaboration while allowing
out a major commitment in capital equip- individual researchers their freedom, which is
ment. State-of-the-art computational equip- needed in order to obtain and retain the best
ment, including the development of a dual people.
architecture machine that will incorporate
the best qualities of both shared and dis- The EMSL is envisioned as a national
tributed memory machines, must be made for collaborative user facility; therefore, it is
calculations necessary to model real systems necessary to develop ways in which these
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uniquely broad resources of scientists and free from the laboratories as possible and
equipment are readily available to outside outside users can use the equipment easily
users. The equipment issues are fairly and productively.
straightforward, but the issues involving
personnel are not. Creative ways must be Another major component of this pro-
found to allow the scientists time and gram should be education, primarily of
freedom to interact with outside users while graduate students and postdoctoral fellows.
maintaining their own professional bases. Mechanisms must be developed to encourage
Criteria by which a scientist's performance their presence at PNL and their interaction
is judged must be more sophisticated than with the entire spectrum of research scien-
the requirement to "publish or perish," tists involved.
although one of the most valuable products
produced by such an endeavor will be the Personnel issues often tend to be mini-
scientific literature that it generates. It mized during the planning stages of programs
is mandatory that adequate technical support such as these. These issues must be given the
for ali of the equipment be available so that highest priority since they are crucial to the
the in-house scientists can have as much time success of the mission.
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3.0 Materials and Interface Stability

Several new technologies that will play a established by both experimental and theo-
critical role in hazardous waste control rely retical approaches. Although these predictive
upon the stability of materials and composite capabilities are emerging for metal and
structures. The need for remote sensors that semiconductor materials, the equivalent un-
perform in harsh environmental conditions is derstanding for environmentally stable oxide
one example of such a technology; our ability interfaces needs to be developed. Success in
to control environmental hazards will be this area will depend heavily on integrated
greatly enhanced by developing sensors that studies involving theorists and experimen-
can function in remote environments with talists. A particularly important aspect of this
significant chemical and radiation exposures, effort must involve advanced synthesis capa-
Barriers for hazardous waste containment are bilities that can be used to develop model
another example of a critical technology, materials interfaces. These model interfaces,
Materials that are designed and fabricated which can be produced with controlled
for these applications must perform reliably structure and purity, will be essential to the
and predictably if these waste management experiments that validate new models.
technologies are to be successful.

With these fundamental understandings
The requirement that models to predict of the clean interface as a guide, it will be

device performance have in common is the important for researchers at the MSRC and
detailed understanding of factors that control elsewhere to focus on environmental effects
the environmental stability of bi-material at these interfaces. Issues such as impurity
interfaces. The issue of bi-material interfaces segregation and tram_port at interfaces must
applies to interfaces that may be synthesized be understood to de',,elop physical- and
as a part of a composite structure with chemical-based models for interface stability.
desired optical, chemical, or electronic These issues will be especially important for
properties, such as those needed for sensor oxide materials, because they are known to
applications. The successful use of advanced form extremely low-energy or negative-
sensor technology in aqueous or corrosive energy surfaces with aqueous solutions.
environments will require important advances Given the propensity for these negative-
in our understanding of interfacial stability energy surfaces to form hydrated layers, it
that are not presently important in environ- can be expected that many interfacial struc-
ments where integrated circuits (IC) are tures of importance will be thermodynami-
used. The behavior of the bi-material inter- cally unstable in aqueous conditions. There-
faces is equally important to interfaces that fore, we anticipate that an understanding of
develop in the natural environment. The in- the kinetic mechanisms for interfacial degra-
tegrity of a containment batTier is strongly dation will be required to construct realistic
dependent on the properties of this predictive models.
interface.

In the case of interfaces formed in solu-
The knowledge base required to predict tion, such as corrosion fronts on containment

the stability of bi-material interfaces must be barriers, it is important to understand the
based on a fundamental understanding of initial stage of reaction layer formation, the
in:crfacial structure and bonding that is structure and phase transformation in the
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reaction product, the nature of reactive sites of the EMSL be oriented towards aqueous
at the moving solid-solution and substrate- environmental interactions with and between
reaction layer interfaces, and the mechanical materials and material interfaces.
strain in the reaction layer. The stability of
synthetically structured interfaces in com- Detailed basic research in these areas is
posite structures is expected to be sensitive needed if technologists are to develop scien-
to interface structure and chemistry (includ- tifically based materials and devices that can
ing the influence of impurity segregation to successfully meet the requirements for envi-
interfaces), stress (possibly leading to stress ronmental cleanup technologies such as sen-
corrosion of the bi-material interface), and sots for hostile environments and contain-
the diffusion of reactive species along inter- ment barriers for hazardous waste.
facial structures.

Understanding the environmentally in-
The ability to perform/n situ and, where duced changes in materials and interfaces

possible, real-time chemical and structural will require measuring and modeling pristine
analysis is important for examining these material interfaces, and then degrading or
interfacial phenomena. Therefore, it will be modifying them in a controlled manner until
essential that the facilities in the EMSL the desired environmentally induced effects
be focused upon techniques, that allow such are reached. The basic science needed to
examination. The combination of molecular support or allow development of application-
spectroscopies, such as NMR, optical spec- specific materials and devices for the key
troscopy, and special low-dose electron technology areas will require detailed experi-
microscopy (LDEM) techniques, will provide mental measurement and modeling directed
the capabilities needed to support the re- toward environmental effects on materials
search into both the structure and composi- interfaces. The basic areas of study should
tion of environmentally stable materials include the following:
interfaces and the examination of the mecha-

nisms and kinetics by which they are at- ° solid-solid interfaces formed in syntheti-
tacked. This information is necessary to cally created layered and three dimen-
predict lifetimes, address improvements in sional structures
devices and structures, and evaluate

alternatives. ° solid-solid and other interfaces formed by
reaction with an aqueous or other

In summary, the study of bi-material inter- environment
faces in corrosive environments is a critical

research area to increase our basic under- Important generic topics to be addressed
standing of materials stability and provide include:
direction for developing and using new de-
vices for hazardous waste control. ° fundamental studies of bonding and

structure at solid-solid interfaces

3.1 Materials and Interface Stability • study of what defines the extent of the
interface

The materials and interface working
group suggeststhat the technologicalfocus • extensionof theory andexperiment to

oxide-metal and oxide-polymer systems.
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3.2 Structure and Bonding of their distribution, migration, and contribution
Interfaces to material stability.

The basic structure of interfaces includes The study of charge centers at the sur-
interface dislocations that need to be under- face interface (solid-liquid and solid-gas) will
stood in detail. A subtle effect is observed if require the application of modern surface-
the two materials differ greatly elastically; science techniques, their extension to address
image forces tend to drive the dislocations non-high-vacuum environments, and the
into the softer medium. Surface stresses can study of systems that are nonconducting,
influence configurations near boundary triple such as oxides. Synthesis of model systems to
points. Defects at interfaces in ionic crystals establish baseline parameters will be re-
can acquire charge with a compensating quired. Methods to study the dynamic nature
screening field of point defects extending of charge centers and the influence of harsh
over many atomic layers. In general, ad- environments on center formation, migration,
sorbed segregant fields can also extend over and chemical reactivity will also be required.
many layers. Diffusion across interfaces dur-
ing growth of reaction layers leads to flux The study of charge centers at the solid-
divergences of both atomic species and de- solid interface, for example, synthetic com-
fects (e.g., vacancies). Mechanisms such as posite materials and naturally occurring lay-
dislocation climb or source operation are ered systems (e.g., clays), is not possible
needed to accommodate these divergences, using "classic" surface science techniques; the
For epitaxial films, ledge-dislocation motion study of these charge centers is critical to
is also required for growth of the film. Ali of develop detailed models of interlayer bond-
these structural effects can influence kinetics ing and the effect of chemicals (solvents) on
and reactivity as well as mechanical stability, the stability of these systems. New tech-
and they require study, niques and methodologies will be required to

examine the presence, structure, migration,
A major controlling factor of the stabil- and dynamic character of these centers. Such

ity, chemical reactivity, and phase transfor- methods may include fast detection methods
mation at interfaces is the presence of a for analysis of freshly opened interfaces.
variety of defects. "Charge centers" are a Synthesis of a model system will be import-
very important class of these defect centers ant for establishing baseline systems that can
that influence properties such as interlayer be studied in controlled environments to
bonding in ceramic composite materials, sol- evaluate environmental influences on layered
vent migration into layered systems (e.g., materials stability and chemical reactivity.
clays), and adsorption of reactive (corrosive)
species at a solid interface. The study of
charge centers in materials, for example the 3.3 Modeling of Interfaces
study of format charge centers, dipolar cen-
ters, and induced charges from chemical ad- Advances have been made in modeling
sorption, represents a major challenge and individual classes of materials: ab initio
opportunity for materials research. An inter- methods for perfect bulk crystals or small
disciplinary research program will require a clusters, linear combinational atomic orbi-
mixture of theory and experiment to develop tals.molecular orbitals (LCAO.MO) methods
an understanding of defect structures and for organic and covalent materials, pair

potentials for ionic crystals (including
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polarization effects), and semiempirical needs of users. Often, users will bring sam-
methods for metals (embedded atom pies that require on-site treatment before
methods, tight binding approaches). Devel- they are studied experimentally.
oping schemes to model pairs of such mate-
rials abutting an interface is critical for Instruments that allow the introduction
studying interfaces of environmental interest, of simulated environmental constituents, such
New boundary conditions and techniques are as moisture and organic vapors, are an
required, including dynamic methods. The important part of the synthesis requirements.
presence of some expertise in each area in The ability to control the exposure to reac-
the MSRC would be beneficial, rant species and formation of new materials,

such as growth of oxide films, will be impor-
tant to developing dynamic models of

3.4 Synthesis of Model Interfaces molecular-levelphenomena.

A full rangeof synthesiscapabilitieswill
be required to successfullystudymaterials 3.5 Specific Study Areas
and interfacestability.Synthesisrequirements
will range from the preparation of pure, ori- Corrosion and interfacial adhesion are
ented substrates to the deposition of uniform specific areas that require more study.
thin films with controlled thickness and

phase composition. These materials will be 3.5.1 Corrosion-Reaction Layers
used to perform baseline measurements be-
fore proceeding with studies of environ- A primary concern for the long-term
mental effects on material properties such as structural stability of containment materials is
strength, optical transitions, degradation, localized corrosion. Although considerable
reactivity, and long-term stability. Systems research has focused on this phenomenon,
relevant to the DOE environmental prob- current understanding is insufficient for
lems include metal and metal oxide layers, mechanistic modeling and prediction of degra-
nonconductive oxides, polymers (organic and darien kinetics. As a result, even if the rates
inorganic), and membranes. In addition, pre- of uniform corrosion can be predicted, it is
paring layered materials (clays) to study impossible to ensure long-term stability of
solvent effects on ion transport and trans- systems where localized effects are possible.
formation in the environment will be impor-

tant. The ability to prepare materials doped Basic research is required to define funda-
with specific elements or isotopes to be used mental aspects controlling attack initiation
in a variety of spectroscopic studies will be and propagation. In particular, the influence
required. Often, quite simple systems will be of structural and chemical inhomogeneities in
needed to experimentally validate theoretical the base metal, in the metal-film interface,
models. Early identification of important and in the film itself need to be isolated and
systems is critical for both MSRC researchers studied. New experimental methods and
and collaborators. Strict requiremeats will be theoretical approaches are required to mea-
placed on these systems for comparison with sure and model film growth and local break-
theory because of the limited size and down, pit nucleation, and, finally, dissolution
complexity restrictions of computational rate within the growing pit. It is this local
models. Careful attention will be required to dissolution rate that will limit the effective
anticipate and provide for the synthesis lifetime of the containment structure.
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The basic understanding of aqueous c,or- Techniques such as LDEM and optical spec-
rosion reactions is currently limited by our troscopies seem to offer the best chance for
ability to make dynamic measurements at the achieving this goal. LDEM could potentially
material-environment interface. Major ad- be used to examine surfaces for signs of
vances will require direct chemical and/or interface roughness or precipitates in a reac-
structural information on surfaces in environ- tion layer without grossly affecting the hydra-
ments of interest. The progression of this tion state of the reaction layer. Optical tech-
reaction layer from adsorbed species to the niques can exploit the transparency of water
formation of a new surface phase must be to perform experiments/n situ. Optical wave
characterized. Because these reactions at the guide techniques could be used to observe
solid-liquid interface are quite complex, the subtle changes Lathe reaction layers. Knowl-
material, surface, and environment will need edge of the types of concurrent reactions
to be tailored to isolate specific mechanistic that might occur (i.e., reactions at the sub-
effects, strate interface and subsequent phase trans-

formation in the reaction layer) are critical
The formation of reaction layers on a to developing predictive models, and the

material is an area of particular importance, ability to measure the rates of those reac.-
A wide range of reaction products can form tions is necessary to test and calibrate those
depending on the material (metal, ceramic, models.
etc.) and environmental combination. The
specific properties of this reaction layer will 3.5.2 Interfacial Adhesion
control whether a degradation process will
decrease or accelerate. For example, the A primary concern for the use of compo-
generation of reactive sites at the interface site or other structures with interfaces in
between that reaction layer and the substrate harsh environments is the reliability of the
material may speed corrosion. Phase tram- interfacial bonds in the structure. The quality
formations may occur in the reaction layer of the interfacial bond in complex composite
after its formation, altering the layer micro- structures such as sensors can control device
structure and creating paths for rapid dif- performance. Specifically, much of the tech-
fusion. The importance of the development nology required for new sensor applications
of a reaction layer may be obvious, but the will depend on existing lC designs. Currently,
possibility that the nature of this layer may IC devices are designed to operate in room
affect the reactivity of the substrate is more ambient conditions, and a great deal of study
subtle. For example, the reaction layer may will be required to understand their perform-
buffer a solution pH near the interface, ance in harsh conditions. One of the major
changing the nature and rate of the substrate concerns will be the stabiliry of these
reaction with time. It may also change the structures.
reaction by inducing stresses that are too
small to cause erosion at the interface, but To produce realistic models for compos-
large enough to change the reactivity. Yet ite structure reliability, we must develop fun-
another possibility is a chaotic change in the damental understandings of interfacial adhe-
reaction rate if there is a transition from a sion. These studies should address basic
smooth to a rough interface, questions such as the following:

To study any of these processes requires • What is the nature of the interface
techniques that do not themselves alter or formation process?
induce phase changes in the reaction layer.
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• How does this process and the resulting interface structure and chemistry working
interfacial bond strength depend upon group.
the chemical and geometric structure of
the surfaces? 3.6.1 Electron Microscopy

• What are the effects of hupurities and Among the topics discussed by the work-
defects on interfacial adhesion? ing group was the need for electron micro-

scope instrumentation optimized for the
• How does an interface fail due to growth high-resolution observation and analysis of

(generation of internal stress) and electron-beam-sensitive and hydration-
applied stress? sensitive environmental materials. These

materials, which are difficult if not impossible
• What are the nature and kinetics of the to analyze with presently available electron

environmental degradation of adhesive microscopes, include geologic materials
strength and how can _iJesc phenomena (clays, zeolites, and silicates), weathering
be controlled? products (hydrates, carbonates), process

materials (halides), polymers (including bio-
. Are there interface types, such as those ce.ramies), and biological materials. Materials

in polymer-based IC devices, less influ- that must b_:examined in at lea_ a partially
enced by environmental interactions? hydrated condition include cements (grouts),

sludges, sol-gels, and biological materials.
Answering these fundamental questions To extend the power of analytical electron

will require a combination of approaches to microscopy to these materials, the develop-
the problem. As we have already pointed out ment of a new instrument combining the
in this section, there is a need for theoretical high-resolution analytical and observational
modeling of interfacial bonding and the capabilities of present-day analytical electron
development of experimental models to microscopes (AEMs) with emerging instru-
verify those predictions. It will be equally mentation and strategies for reducing beam
important to relate those results with adhe- damage is required. This unique "_icroscope,
sive bonding measurements that are con- the LDEM, should attract a broad spectrum
ducted on well-controlled interfacial of users (e.g., materials scientists, biologists,
structures, and technologists) from universities and

industry as well as from the Hanford Site.

3.6 Facilities Although it is difficult to envision ali
applications of this instrument, some specific

The materials and interface stability and relatively near-term application areas
working group identified facilities and include:
equipment that will be necessary to perform
the studies, experiments, and modeling ° microanalysis of frozen hydrated grouts
described in this section..?,ome instrumenta- and process waste (sludge) related to the
tion, such as ion channelling, which can be Hanford environmental cleanup
used for determining the structure of inter-
faces, and relevant surface methods, are • cross-sectiona.l examination of corrosion
assumed to be available as described by the films on metal, ceramic (oxide), and min-

eral surfaces
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• analysis of solid particulates for surface techniques may also be applied to in situ
chemical reaction and containment characterization of the solid-liquid interface
adsorption during corrosion.

• near-surface structural analysis of oxide 3.6.3 Nuclear Magnetic Resonance
sensor materials Spectroscopy and Imaging

• high-resolution, cross-sectional analysis of The sensitivity of NMR to chemical com-
optical and device layer structures position and molecular dynamics of a sub-

stance can be used in various ways to study
• microstructural analysis of beam-sensitive interfaces. In addition to the ongoing

composite biomaterials and polymers, solids-NMR task, NMR spectroscopy of liq-
uids at solids interfaces could provide infor-

Other electron microscope equipment mation on molecular interaction at these
identified for analyzing environmental mate- regions. NMR allows experiments with dif-
rials included a high-performance (0.7-nm ferent time scales. A variety of techniques
resolution) SEM, a multi-environment SEM including cross-polarizations (CP), magic
(wet SEM), and a variety of AEM sample angle spinning (MAS), and multiple rat.io-
stages for examining materials under dif- frequency-pulse, can be applied to study
ferent ambient conditions (heating, cooling, various degrees of molecular mobility.

: irradiation, and hydration). The wet SEM
has already been purchased for ongoing pro- NMR imaging can be used to visualize at
grams at PNL and will become a key compo- a macroscopic scale some events that occur
nent of the facility. The availability of these at the molecular level. Also, it has the ability
advanced SEMs, as well as appropriate sam- of chemical discrimination, making it possible
pie preparation facilities, should also attract to obtain maps of different chemical species.
regional users. As a bulk nondestructive characterization

technique, NMR can provide dynamic infor-
Further r_zeds identified were instrument mation on physical and chemical processes

accessibility, general utility (user friend- taking place in the specimens under study.
liness), and available expertise for operating For example, areas of possible applications
the equipment and data interpretation, are studies of flow in heterogeneous systems

(water in soil), porosity and defect distri-
3.6.2 Optical Spectroscopies butions, and chemical reactions (changes in

numeral phase).
Optical spectroscopies provide a power-

ful tool for characterizing the defects and 3.6.4 Electrical Techniques
structures of buried interfaces in specially
tailored, or synthesized, samples. One ap- Use of methods such as inelastic electron

proach is the use of a transparent material as tunneling spectroscopy, thermally stimulated
an interfacial component so that the inter- process (currents, luminescence), and various
face may be optically characterized. Another trap and space charge spectroscopies allow
approach is to form a wave guide with the certain interfaces involving conductors, insula-
interface in a layered structure. Optical tors, and possibly semiconductors to be
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investigated. A rich body of solid-state physi- and the scratch test. The qualitative nature
cal knowledge allows certain details of of these test techniques cannot supply the
charge states at the interface to be revealed, detailed experimental information necessary

to test and verify current ab initio and
3.6.5 Other Needs semiempirical models for interfacial adhe-

sion. The time is ripe to apply new experi-
Presently, efforts to develop and verify mental capabilities developed for STM and

scientific models for interfacial adhesion are AFM to produce atomic scale measurements
restricted by the lack of quantitative experi- of interfacial adhesion. The detailed mea-
mental results of bond strength on weil- surements derived from this type of approach
characterized interfaces. Techniques com- will permit direct comparisons with results
inertly used for measuring interfacial mech- from theoretical calculations and are key to
anical bonding include such primitive development and verification of fundamental
methods as the Scotch Tape test, Q-Tip test, models for interfacial adhesion.
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4.0 Materials Synthesis

Materials needs for environmentally re- environmental questions, such as "How do
lated research and possible application can naturally occurring geological materials such
be grouped into three major areas: 1) mate- as carbonates, oxides, and various silicates
rials related to waste containment and con- interact with groundwater contaminants or
tainment transport, 2) materials for waste nuclear waste?" and "What are the possible
concentration (membranes, separations and reaction mechanisms at a barrier wall?"
ion exchange), and 3) materials for sensors.
In this section, the major materials issues, Environmental restoration needs make cer-
materials systems for research, and materials tain demands on materials properties that
synthesis capabilities required for an environ- cannot be filled with current materials
mental research program are addressed, synthesis technologies. Some examples in-

elude barrier and containment materials that

approach inertness in storage environments
4.1 Major Issues and have high fracture toughness,sensors

that are selective in complexenvironments,
The primary materials synthesis issues and catalysts and separations media that

associated with waste environment control function well in complex environments.
studies include both making appropriate Materials to meet these needs must be highly
model materials to allow fundamental under- tailored and, in many cases, must be in thin-
standing of interface interactions with the film form. These designed interfaces, rune-
waste environment and the development of tionally graded, or nanoscale composite
methodologies to make new materials with materials will be key to finding long-term,
tailored properties for specific applications permanent solutions to many environmental
such an sensors, separation membranes, and restoration issues. Again, fundamental devel-
containment walls. Thus, new types of mate- opment and research efforts should be
rials and well-characterized model materials guided by specific questions, such as, "What
are needed in each of the major areas identi- is a better substitute for glass as the inner
fled above, liner for the containment vessel?" and "Is it

realistic to apply a coating material to the
To understand interface behavior in rea- outer wall of the steel tank to increase the

listic environments, it is necessary to have lifetime of the vessel?"
surfaces or interfaces that are simplified, well
characterized, and reproducible (i.e., simpli-
fied model materials and well-characterized 4.2 Materials Systems for Research
versions of more complex systems). These
materials will allow the variables to be con- In general, materials synthesis research
trolled to maximize mechanistic understand- areas must be focused on new methods of

ing. The model materials can be system- making tailored materials that would allow
atically varied to more complex or realistic greater control of materials structures at the
materials to develop the necessary under- atomic or molecular level. These research
standing. The model and complex systems areas include development of templates
chosen for synthesis and study should have to control the orientation and growth
direct or indirect relationships to specific of materials, chemical routes to forming
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molecular-level composites, and deposition constituents be developed to facilitate the
techniques for making functionally graded study of fundamental interactions that occur
materials. A key component to synthesizing on these surfaces. The relevant constituents
these "mnterials of the future" is the ability of soil include layered mineral oxides (phyllo-
to observe fine-scale structural evolution in silicates), oxides (Fe, Al, Mn, Si, and Ti), and
real time. carbonates. These materials typically contain

a variety of trace metal cations and exist in
This section describes research and devel- varying states of hydration. The transport

opment of materials for containment, model and interactions of components of mixed
geological materials and surfaces, organic waste (organics, acids, bases, metallic cations,
membranes, inorganic films for protective and radionuclides) with these materials must
coatings, and materials for developing be understood at a fundamental level to de-
sensors, sign effective means to remediate contamin-

ated soils by chemical or physical means. To
4.2.1 Containment Materials facilitate thesestudies,modelsurfacesof

geologicaland related materials that are
Materials research and development amenable to study by analytical techniques

should concentrate not only on the glass must be synthesized.
compositions currently slated as the primary
containment medium for high-level mixed Two approaches can be used to prepare
waste, but also on new and novel materials model oxide and mineral surfaces that can be
to be used for secondary containment. To characterized in very controlled conditions.
improve chemical durability and materials In some cases good bulk single crystals are
properties for materials to be used for available (e.g., sapphire, mullite, and silicon
secondary containment, composite materials carbide) and selected surfaces can be pre-
containing oxides, carbides, and nitrides pared for direct examination or the crystals
should be developed. These materials will can provide a substrate on which thin mono-
likely be layered in nature and functionally crystalline films can be grown. If the growth
graded. Fundamental interactions between parameters are appropriately chosen, the
model waste stream constituents and the sur- films can contain selected defects, such as
faces of these materials should be fully char- grain boundaries. The second approach
acterized and guide the development of new focuses on the growth of thin films on con-
materials with improved properties. In ducting substrates to facilitate the use of
addition to materials synthesis and develop- charged-particle-based analysis methods. In
ment, new deposition techniques that allow general, available synthetic routes have not
for conformal coatings should be developed, been successfully applied to this problem and
and joining and sealing issues should be new and novel approaches must be devel-
addressed as necessary, oped. Possible strategies for synthesizing

these materials include variations on MBE,
4.2.2 Model Geological Materials and chemical vapor deposition (CVD), sol-gel,
Surfaces andhydrothermalgrowth techniques.It may

also be possible to create very thin model

In order to understand how the compo- mineral surfaces using biomimetic methods
nents of mixed hazardous waste in aqueous or self-assembled monolayer approaches.
environments interact with the constituents
of soil, it is imperative that models of the soil Synthesis of minerals in bulk form might

prove to be important in analytical studies.
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Model geological materials include the clay variety of coatings materials should be
mineral suite (smectites, vermiculites, explored and new materials such as ceramic
kaolinites, mica), the metallic oxide-hydrous composites should be considered and
oxide-hydroxide mineral (goethite, hematite, synthesized.
gibbsite, leqidocroeite, birnessite, etc.), and
combinations of these minerals with weil- 4.2.5 Sensor Materials
defined organic polymers ranging in complex-
ity from simple aliphatic polymers to those Thin-film materials that are both sensitive
that incorporate aromatic rings and other to chemical species and able to discriminate
structures found in soil humic acids. The among different chemical constituents can
ability to produce minerals entirely free of serve as the basis for developing useful sen-
paramagnetic species could be of great bene- sor technology. In addition, a suitable detec-
fit in magnetic resonance studies of adsorp- tion scheme must be developed to complete
tion reactions at smectite surfaces, the sensor system. Thus, in choosing mate-

rials for sensor applications studies, it is
4.2.3 Organic Membranes important to consider the following perform-

ance issuesthat are critical to understanding
Polymer films and membranes have been response selectivity and degradation:

used for ion transpt.,rt, cation chelating, and
as templates for biomimetic processing of • chemical reactivity and selectivity (includ-
single-crystal growth. These materials systems ing both chemisorbed and physisorbed
should be used to study control of ionic layers)
conductivity, structural influence on chela-
tion, and the control of oriented crystallite • kinetics (rate and reversibility), charge
growth, transfer

4.2.4 Inorganic Films for Protective • masstransport (lateral and interstitial)
Coating

• local structure anddefects

Inorganic films (such as oxide, nitride,
carbide, and diamond-like films) have the • microstructure and phase composition
potential to be applied as a protective coat-
ing of waste containment vessels. The chemi- • mechanical properties (including those of
cal, physical, and mechanical properties of the interface).
these films should be studied under harsh

environments. In particular, these materials A wide range of materials exhibit the types
need to be studied for their surface reactivity of responses that make them suitable for
and radiation damage and to determine how study: polymers, inorganic oxides, sulfides,
charge and materials (gas, liquid, and solid) nitrides, semiconductors, and thin metal films
are transported through them. If these reac- (for example, the intercalation of hydrogen
tions and transport mechanisms are better into palladium). Initial studies should take
understood, these materials systems can, in advantage of materials systems that are well
turn, be modified or altered to improve their understood with demonstrated selective
properties for nuclear waste containment. A chemical sensitivity.
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4.3 Facility Requirements for - microwavefurnace
Materials Synthesis and - vacuumarc furnace
Characterization - vacuuminductionfurnace

- hot isostaticpress
Spaceandcapitalequipmentneedsfor - high temperature (2000°C) furnace

materials synthesisandcharacterizationcan - frcczc dryingapparatus
be dividedinto two broadcategories:1) labo- - spraydrier
rarefies for materials synthesisand2) central - transientlasermeltingequipment
facilitiesfor materials characterization.In
additionto the ability to prepare specimens • chemicallybasedsynthesislaboratories
and do the necessaryanalysis,a transfer - organo-metallicprecursorsynthesis
capabilitywill be necessaryto allowprepared laboratory
model surfacesandinterfacesto be examined - ceramicpowdersynthesis
by other groupswith minimum damageand - lab polymer synthesisandorganic
contamination.A partial list of needsare chemistrylab
givenbelow to reflect the input from the - solutionbasedfilm growthlab
committee.Some important characterization
methodsmerc directlyrelated to other • thin-film synthesislaboratory
workinggroupsarc not listedhere. - multihcarthelectronbeam evaporating

system

4.3.1 Materials Synthesis - multitargctsputteringsystem
Capabilities - speciallydesignedplasmaCVD systems

- laserablationsystem

Materials synthesis capabilities can be - MOCVD systems
broadly divided into the following three - thermal evaporators
areas: 1) chemically based synthesis labora- - ion beam system
tories, 2) thin-film preparation, and 3) bulk
crystal growth and materials preparation. • materials characterization central facilities
Each of these areas is essential to the suc-

cess of the whole program. The following list • electron spectroscopy (SEM, TEM, high-
of equipment is not intended to be complete, resolution AEM, etc.)
but provides a flavor of the capability - ion spectroscopy (SIMS, Rutherfor
required: backscattering spectrometry, etc.)

- photon spectroscopy (infrared,

• materials preparation and bulk crystal ultraviolet, x-ray, visible, etc.)
growth laboratory - specimen transfer capability
- hydrothermal mineral synthesis

equipment • clean room facility for sensor fabrication
capabilities.
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Environmental Materials and Interface Workshop

September 10-12, 1990

Working Groups

Materials Synthesis - Robert Chang, Chairman

Gary McVay, PNL, Vice Chairman Larry Pederson, PNL
Jim Amonette, PNL Bill Samuels, PNL
John BrimhaU, PNL Bob Davis, North Carolina State University
Larry Chick, PNL Dave Johnson, University of Oregon
Greg Exarhos, PNL Bill Rogers, Sandia National Laboratory
John Hartman, PNL Jim Stanely, Oregon Graduate Institute
Shas Maddigod, PNL David Cleary, Washington State University
Steve Marschman, PNL

Interface Structure and Chemistry - Victor Henrich, Chairman

Don Baer, PNL, Vice Chairman Tom Thomas, PNL
Ken Beck, PNL Chuck Windisch, PNL
Dave Blanchard, PNL Tony Cox, Oxford University
Chris Cowan, PNL Tom Engel, University of Washington
Jim Cowin, PNL Wayne Goodman, Texas A&M University
Kim Ferris, PNL Jim Harsh, Washington State University
Don Friedrich, PNL Cliff Johnston, University of Florida
Tony Hess, PNL Steve Kevan, University of Oregon
Charles Hostetler, PNL Sam Traina, Ohio State University
Rick Kendall, PNL John Weaver, University of Minnesota
Mike Knotek, PNL Will Bleam, University of Wisconsin
John LaFemina, PNL John WestfaU, Oregon State University

Materials and Interface Stability - Terry Michalske, Chairman

Ray Stults, PNL, Vice Chairman David Atteridge, Oregon Graduate Institute
Steve Bruemmer, PNL Lloyd Burgess, University of Washington
Dick Craig, PNL Leoncio Garrido, Massachusetts General
Louise Crescenti, PNL Hospital
Bruce Garrett, PNL John Hirth, Washington State University
Russ Jones, PNL Keith Keefer, University of Cincinnati
Ray Stults, PNL Catherine Page, University of Oregon
Larry Thomas, PNL Art Sleight, Oregon State University
Bill Weber, PNL
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Workshop Agenda

Monday, September 10

8:30 Plenary Session(Workshop Objectives and MSRC and EMSL Plans)

• Objectives of Workshop (20 minutes) M.L. Knotek

• MSRC and EMSL Plans and Status (60 minutes) M.L Knotek/
M.T. Thomas

• Environmental and Waste Materials and Interface Issues G.L. McVay
(45 minutes)

• MSRC Materials and Interface Program Development D.R. Baer
(30 minutes)

Working Group Introduction

Materials Synthesis - Bob Chang, Chairman
Interface Structure and Chemistry - Victor Henrich, Chairman
Materials and Interface Stability - Terry Michalske, Chairman

12:00 Lunch

1:15 Plenary Session (Exploration of Some Specific Problem Areas)

• Importance of Adsorption/Desorption Processes in J.E. Amonette
Contaminant Transport

ESRC
Groundwater

• Sensor Operation and Degradation (30 minutes) Lloyd Burgess, CPAC

• Hanford Storage Tanks L.G. Morgan

Instructions to Working Groups

Meetings of Working Groups (Science Issues Focus)

6:30 Working Dinner (Richland Tower Inn)
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Tuesday, September 11

8:00 Reports on Status of Working Groups

8:45 Plenary Session (Facilities Oriented)

• Overview of EMSL (15 minutes) M.T. Thomas

• Theory and Modeling Capability (20 minutes) T.H. Dunning

• EMSL Optical Capability (20 minutes) S.D. Colson

• Current Materials and Interface Facility Plans (20 minutes)

• AEM of Sensitive Materials (20 minutes) L.E. Thomas

• 3-D NMR (20 minutes) Leoncio Garrido

12:00 Lunch

1:15 MSRC Tour

2:15 Working Group Discussion (Facilities Focus)

3:30 Working Group Discussion and Writing

6:30 Dinner (Richland Tower Inn)

Report Drafting

Wednesday, September 12 (end -10:30 am)

Plenary Session

Working Group Oral Reports
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